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Accessories for your Conveyor System
Ball Transfer Table
Chain Driven Conveyors
Drag Chain Conveyors
EZLogic® Accumulation System
Flexible Skatewheel
Gravity Conveyors
High Speed Sortation Conveyors
Incline/Decline Conveyor Units
Jonesboro Factory Centrally Located
King-Size Systems to Single Units
Light-duty Conveyors
Medium-duty Conveyors
Noseovers for Incline/Decline Units
O-Ring Transfers
Pallet Handling Conveyors
Quiet and Reliable--that’s Hytrol
Roller, Belt, or Skatewheel
Stockyard with 24-Hour Shipping
Troughed Conveyors
Underside Drives available
V-Belt Driven Conveyors
Wire Mesh Belt Conveyors
X-tra Paint Colors Available
Y-Switch for Diverting/Converging
Zero-Pressure Accumulating Conveyors

From its beginnings as a seed and feed han-
dling conveyor company, Hytrol has grown
into one of the largest conveyor

manufacturers in the world.  Hytrol has a complete
line of conveyors and conveying equipment.
The A-B-C list at right is only a small sampling of
Hytrol’s inventory.  Tired of that unreliable, noisy,
and outdated conveyor system?  Your local Hytrol
Distributor is there to help.  If you have a special
need or a product requiring sensitive handling, or
you just want to save money by installing a modern
sortation system, call the Hytrol distributor near you.



Hytrol�s model PLEZD is the most intelligent
and efficient heavy duty, plastic belt accumu-
lation conveyor in the industry.  This pallet
handling conveyor combines the intelligence
of the patented EZLogic Accumulation
System with the efficiency of the all new
EZDrive System. The PLEZD utilizes the
dependability of the plastic belt to convey
loads considered non conveyable with con-
ventional roll-to-roll conveyor such as flexi-

ble plastic pallets, footed pallets and uncon-
ventional wooden pallets.  The many features
and benefits that result from the combination
of the patented EZLogic Accumulation
System and the EZDrive System certainly
places Hytrol�s model PLEZD at the top of
the list when it comes to a dependable, flexi-
ble and low maintenance solution for your
pallet handling application.

The 26-CRPT is used to rotate products up to 360
degrees. The turntable is powered by a shaft
mounted gear motor complete with variable speed
controller for soft start/stop and has proximity
switches mounted on the base to sense position
and control rotation of product. Turntable speed
is 3 revolutions per minute with a 1 HP 460/3/60
gear motor. An 8-wire collector ring allows
unlimited rotation of the turntable. Powered tran-
sition rollers, mounted on apron of the turntable
deck, help move product onto and off the

turntable. The 26-CRR section has a Side
Mounted Drive contained within the turning
radius of the turntable. Standard speed is 30 FPM
with 1/2 HP 460/3/60 gear motor. The tread
rollers are 2-5/8 in. diameter with 7 gauge wall
on 4 inch roller centers and have 2-5/8 in. dia. x
.219 wall drive rollers with heavy duty bearings.
Also available; gravity transition rollers and
external transition roller sections (mounted to
mating conveyors in the gap created by radius of
turntable). Minimum Elevation - 16 inches. 

Introducing Hytrol’s
PLEZD Heavy-Duty
Plastic Belt Pallet
Accumulator

The 26-CRPT Power
Rotated Turntable
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Solutions
Finding solutions to material
handling issues is as easy as the click
of your mouse!  At www.hytrol.com,
Hytrol’s website (opening page), just
scroll down to the SIGNATURE SOLU-
TIONS section and click on the
“Standard Solutions” line. . .

You’ll be taken to the STANDARD
SOLUTIONS page.  Here, the page is
broken down into four sections; High
Speed Sortation Solutions, Medium
Speed Sortation Solutions, Induction
Solutions, and Pallet Handling
Solutions.  If you see something that
sparks your interest, you can choose
either “Additional Info,” or “View Video.”
The video is a new feature that was
recently added.

If you choose to click on “Additional
Info,” a new page will open with more
detailed information.  And if you would
like even more specification facts such
as bed widths available, standard
specs, optional equipment, etc., you
can view Hytrol’s catalog sheet by click-
ing on that line.  You also have the
option of downloading the catalog
sheet.  (Note:  Not all the models fea-
tured are provided with catalog
sheets.)

And, as always, if you have
questions about any of Hytrol’s
conveyors or accessories, your local
Hytrol distributor is just a phone call,
fax, or e-mail away!  They are there to
help you.  And Hytrol is here to help
you find the solution to any material
handling issue.



HYTROL CONVEYOR COMPANY, INC.
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

2020 HYTROL Drive • Jonesboro, Arkansas 72401-6712
Tel. (870) 974-5642 • Fax: (870) 931-1877 • email: info@hytrol.com
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For more information go to
www.hytrol.com


